To convert to Wall Mount Configuration, customer will need:
PN: 4601-61  Desc: WALL MOUNT WITH BASKET FOR PROBP 3400
PN: 3400-31  Desc: DOUBLE TUBE BLOOD PRESSURE HOSE (10FT) - OPTIONAL (to extend the BP hose from 5' as supplied with the handheld configuration to 10' for extra reach)

To convert to Desk Mount Configuration, customer will need:
PN: 4602-61  Desc: DESK MOUNT W/BASKET FOR PROBP 3400

To convert to Mobile Stand Configuration, customer will need:
PN: 4600-61  Desc: MOBILE STAND W/MOUNTING KIT PROBP 3400
PN: PWCD-5WT-B  Desc: PROBP MOBILE STAND CORD ASSY - OPTIONAL (4600-61 comes with a Power Supply Mounting Kit. The PWCD-5W-B includes a new transformer that mounts in the Power Supply Mount, a short 18” USB cable that connects the output of the transformer to the ProBP, and a long 8’ power cord that plugs the transformer into a wall outlet. The power supply and long USB cable that comes with the Handheld configuration can be used with the mobile stand, but the PWCD-5WT-B provides a cleaner installation.)